
NORTHROP FRYE

Herman Northrop Frye CC FRSC (July 14, â€“ January 23, ) was a Canadian literary critic and literary theorist,
considered one of the most influential of.

This story of loss and regaining of identity is, I think, the framework of all literature. By attaching criticism to
an external framework rather than locating the framework for criticism within literature, this kind of critic
essentially "substitute[s] a critical attitude for criticism. Story continues below advertisement What was
missing from Frye's criticism throughout his career, and what may be the source of the dismissiveness his
name engenders today, was an awareness of works beyond the central English canon. It is Romantic in the
same sense that Frye attributed Romanticism to Blake: that is, "in the expanded sense of giving a primary
place to imagination and individual feeling" Stingle 2. Frye then began work on a sequel, Words with Power ,
showing how English literature has heavily borrowed its structural forms from the Bible. He then studied at
Merton College, Oxford , where he was a member and Secretary of the Bodley Club [6] before returning to
Victoria College, where he spent the remainder of his professional career. After a brief stint as a student
minister in Saskatchewan , he was ordained to the ministry of the United Church of Canada. The origins of
Fearful symmetry can be traced back to his teenage years in Moncton. The reasons for the strong claim have
become more insistent and the argument more convincing with the publication of Frye's notebooks, diaries,
and other manuscripts. He died suddenly of heart failure in January at the age of seventy-eight. Genuine
criticism "progresses toward making the whole of literature intelligible" Anatomy 9 so that its goal is
ultimately knowledge and not evaluation. He enrolled in Victoria College of the University of Toronto.
Literature reverses this process. Such structural principles are certainly conditioned by social and historical
factors and do not transcend them, but they retain a continuity of form that points to an identity of the literary
organism distinct from all its adaptations to its social environment Words with Power xiii. The Great Code:
The Bible and Literature [ edit ] Man lives, not directly or nakedly in nature like the animals, but within a
mythological universe, a body of assumptions and beliefs developed from his existential concerns. Lawrence,
and the great fortress of Quebec loomed out of the bleak dawn mists In he assembled these reviews, along
with nine essays, in The bush garden. Semeia  Anatomy of criticism is so richly packed that a sentence or two
can be expanded into an article or book. Chapter Two, p. Denham, Robert D.


